Neuron Bundle 16: Trapcode Shine

Ultra fast light ray effects!
Create compelling light effects without leaving your editing timeline, and without the tedious render times of specialized 3D applications. Sunshine through clouds, headlights through fog, or horror
movie titles: Shine does it all. Choose from 22 powerful presets, or make your own light ray effects
from scratch. 16 bit support guarantees high-quality light effects for any project. Unique controls
create shimmering lights that animate efficiently.

Highlights
Powerful interface
Shine's interface makes it easy to customize your own light effects. Fine-tune
source point, ray length, shimmer appearance, colorization, opacity, and a full
range of compositing modes.

Multi-color presests
For movie titles, choose from multi-color presets such as
simple fire, green X-Ray, and Radioaktiv. Or for more subtle
effects, you can extract colors from an existing logo or title,
or make beveled effects with the alpha edges feature.

Shimmering controls
Flexible shimmer settings let you create automatic, loopable
variations that add visual interest to light effects without
the rendering overhead of complex compositing. Shimmer
controls can also be used to create seamless loops of any
desired length for attractive DVD backgrounds.

Features
Fast Rendering
Renders light rays quickly at 5-10 frames per second.

High-resolution imagery
Delivers highest-quality images with 16-bit support for Quantel.

Customizable Color
Numerous coloring options include 3- and 5-color gradients with tweakable coloring presets.

Compatibility
Works on any layer as a part of more complex animation effects.

Transfer Modes
Built-in transfer modes support makes it easy to create complex light effects.

Mask Controls
Threshold and circular mask controls make it easy to get the effect you want.

Video Examples:
http://www.redgiantsoftware.com/products/categories/motion-graphics/trapcode-shine/examples/

Tutorials:
http://www.redgiantsoftware.com/community/tutorials/
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VDS provides automation and content design tools for the broadcast, cable television, internet,
and post production markets. VDS products automate broadcast television systems, with an
emphasis on graphics-related operations, content and digital asset distribution, graphics and
promo automation, and internet-to-broadcast systems. These products are used in sports, news
and financial broadcast channels as well as in multichannel broadcast and cable facilities. VDS
content creation products are tools that deliver graphic design, universal file translation and
integration capabilities for the post product and broadcast markets.
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